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In Brief
Midwinter Magic is a cheerful tale about animals
who decide to hold their own special celebration!
It inspired this pack, which is full of facts and
activities about holidays from around the world...

1. Literacy lesson ideas

 eading stories is one of the best ways to learn new words! If you don’t know a word
R
in a tale, you can look up what it means in the Glossary.
 he Class Discussion Sheet is all about holidays and why they are special. Use the
T
questions as a way to start talking about your favourite holidays and festivals, and
why you like them.
 his month’s extract on the Reading Comprehension Sheet includes an exercise on
T
which adjectives describe what we experience with our different senses. To expand on
this, why not choose three different foods and try to come up with words that describe
how they look, sound, feel, smell and taste?
 an you work out the correct order of events on the Story Sequencing Sheet?
C
Put a number after each section to show the right order to read them in!

 n the What If? page, write down what you think would have happened if the
O
beginning, middle and end of the tale had been changed.
 veryone loves a party – and you can use the Party Planning! sheet to help you
E
organise a great celebration. Just fill in all of the spaces to sort everything out.

									 Continued on page 2...
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 ave fun retelling the tale of Greypaws and his friends on the Storyboard worksheet –
H
write in what happened to them under the pictures!
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 O
 nce you have completed the party planning worksheet, you can print out and fill in
the Create an Invitation! cards on the next page to give to your guests...
 H
 ow much did you find out about the raccoon hero of ‘Midwinter Magic’? See if you
can answer all of the questions about him on the Character Sheet: Greypaws page.

2. Geography Lesson Ideas

 here are thousands of fascinating cultures around the world – and all of them have
T
special days when they get together to celebrate and have a good time! Check out
the Fun Holiday Facts! page to find out about six different wintertime events that
helped to inspire ‘Midwinter Magic’! Why not read about them and then discuss
which holidays your family likes to celebrate?
 hristmas is a favourite holiday in many parts of the world – and different cultures
C
have their own fascinating Christmas traditions! Find out about them on the Top
Christmas Facts! page.
 iscover even more fun festivals from around the globe on the Celebrations Around
D
the World! page. Why not get a world map and find the countries where the different
celebrations are held?

 o you know where all the celebrations happen? Why not take the activties a little
D
further - and match the Celebrations Around the World to places on a map? Maybe
there are place around your town that celebrate them too!

Continued on page 3...
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 hat is a holiday without delectable treats to enjoy? The Fabulous Feasts! page lists
W
many strange and tasty holiday meals from many cultures. Which is your favourite?
What are some holiday foods that your family enjoys?
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3. Art Lesson Ideas

 uring the Jewish midwinter celebration of Hanukkah, it is traditional for kids to make
D
and play with special spinning tops called dreidels. The Play with a Dreidel page has
the rules for a fun dreidel game – and a catchy song to sing while doing so! (You can
listen to the tune on the internet...)
If you don’t have a dreidel, you can make one using the Dreidel Template. Print it,
cut it out with scissors, stick it together with glue, put a short pencil through the top –
and you’re ready to play!
 he holiday of Pancha Ganapati is celebrated by Hindus in honour of the elephantT
headed god Ganesha. Each of the five days of the celebration is associated with a
different side of the god, represented by a colour. Use them to decorate him on the
Colour in Ganesha! page!
 art of the fun of getting ready for the holidays is putting up the decorations! You can
P
create your own string of happy paper figures by following the instructions on the
A Chain of Togetherness! page. All you need is a pencil, paper, scissors and sticky
tape, as well as coloured pencils or felt tip pens to colour them in with. (You can
decorate the figures to suit whichever holiday you are celebrating...)		
							
We can enjoy the holidays while being good to the planet at the same time! Greypaws
and his friends recycled objects to make their own decorations – so why not try
and do the same? There are brilliant ideas for a green Christmas at wasteless.
zerowastescotland.org.uk

4. Mental Health and WellBeing

 olidays are times for people to get together with those they love! Think about who
H
you are looking forward to seeing in the holiday season, and why you care about
them. Connecting with others and forming good relationships – with family, friends
and the wider community – are important for mental wellbeing. Being together with our
loved ones increases our feelings of happiness and self-worth.
 eople from different cultures have different celebrations – but can you think of
P
some things that all of the celebrations in this pack have in common? Do you think
there are some important things that they all share? Gratefulness is a big part of most
celebrations and an important habit to keep all year around! What are you grateful for
this year - make a list before the New Year’s eve!
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Don’t know a word in a story? Find out what it means here!
The Gingerbread Man’s New Clothes

Snuffled – sniffed noisily

(Page 6)

Tingly – spicy-smelling

Disappointed – sad about something

Croaking – harsh groaning

not going as he had hoped

Muttered – said under his breath

Shivered – shook with cold

Scurrying – moving in a hurried way

Cascade – shower

Scraps – leftover bits

Outfit – set of clothes

Centrepiece – main display

Gleaming – shining

Scampered – moved quickly

Flourish – flashy movement
Stylish – cool-looking
Marzipan – paste made with almonds

The Bramble and the Fir Tree (Page 18)
Bare – uncovered
Elms – kind of tree
Cloak – covering

Laundress – person who washes clothes

Weaklings – weak beings

Ragged – torn and worn out

Kingly – grand and impressive

Peer – look

Thorny – covered with spikes

Chatter – sound of talking

Boastful – proud and arrogant

Stroked – smoothed

Crawl – move along the ground

Mysterious – unknown

Waddled up – walked up clumsily

Chisel – tool for chipping stone

Towering – very tall

Trimmed – decorated at the edges

Specimen – example

Clogs – wooden shoes

Dam – structure for blocking a river

Patted – touched her in a comforting way

Gnawing – chewing

Fire-grate – place for fire in fireplace

Felled it – cut it down

Feathery – covered with feathers

Humble – modest

Chirping – high-pitched

Midwinter Magic (Page 13)

The Christmas Tree Forest (Page 20)
Bulging – very full

Prowling – sneaking around

Snug – small and cosy

Rustling – sound of dry things moving

Tradition – usual way of doing things

Beady – small, round and shiny

Rule – command that must be followed
Continued on page 2...
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Audun and the Bear (Page 34)

Puzzled – confused

Majestic – impressive

Marched – walked in a determined way
Firmly – with determination

 rading voyage – journey to buy
T
and sell things

Slippery – smooth and easy to slip on

Lush – green and growing

Armchair – kind of big comfortable chair

Barren – empty and lifeless

Snort – sudden breath from the nose

Fjord – deep steep-sided bay

Curtseyed – bowed with bended knees

Honourable – polite and honest

Booming – loud and powerful

Generosity – willingness to give things

Enchantment – magic spell

Worthy – deserving
Rotten – unpleasant

Charged – ran recklessly
Snatched him up – grabbed him
Obsessed with – extremely interested in

Purse – small bag for carrying money
Rascally – untrustworthy
Homesick – missing home

Balder and the Mistletoe (Page 40)

Concerned – thought

Hall – large room or building

Minister – kind of priest

Fierce – dangerous

Nemesis – main enemy

Narrowed – partly closed

Tutted – made a disapproving noise

Rumbled – said in a deep voice

Trouncing – beating

Servants – helpers

Bustled – hurried busily

Swear an oath – make a promise
Their fill – as much as they could
Trickery– tricks and mischief
Slithered – moved like a snake
Dwelled – lived
Emerged – came out
Compassion – kindness

 evolutionaries – people who want
R
to get rid of a government
Ruffians – bullies and troublemakers
Epic – grand and impressive
Dammed – blocked with a barrier
Fiery – flamelike
Grander – bigger and more impressive
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The Great Genies of Angria
and Gondal (Page 28)
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Class discussion sheet
Let’s talk about... why we love celebrations! The animals
in this month’s story cheer themselves up with a midwinter party – and we
humans can also enjoy this experience.

1. C an you think of two reasons why the animals decided to hold a midwinter
party in the woods?

2. G reypaws and his friends really enjoyed their midwinter celebration.
What is your favourite holiday, and what does it celebrate?

3. D uring the story, the animals enjoy eating the fruit gathered by Chestnut

the hedgehog. What is the special food that is eaten during your favourite
holiday? What does it symbolise?

4. C an you think of a holiday or celebration that doesn’t exist, but should?
What would you call it? When would it be held?
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MY FAVOURITE ANIMAL!

‘Midwinter Magic’ stars anthropomorphic
animals – which means, ‘animals that
behave in humanlike ways’. Who is
your favourite anthropomorphic animal
from another story? Draw it here!

Name

Class

Storytime
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Reading Comprehension Sheet
Can you spot the intensifier in the extract from this month’s story, and work
out which adjectives are linked to which senses?

“

“Oh, I’m looking at the bright lights and funny decorations the humans have
put up…..” Greypaws replied.
“I can’t see them very well with my little eyes!” Chestnut said. “But I love
the nice music the humans play, and the smell of the things they bake!”

1. In the first sentence of the extract

there are two adjectives (describing
words) – can you spot which ones
they are?

2.An intensifier is a word that makes
adjectives or adverbs ‘stronger’.
Can you find the intensifier in
the second sentence?

things that they experience with their
different senses. Which three senses
do the animals use in the extract?

Name

ferent adjectiv
es are
used to descri
be what we
experience wit
h our different
senses. Which
of these is
experienced w
ith our sense
of sight, heari
ng, taste,
smell and tou
ch?

LO U D
SOUR
DA R K
COLD
ST IN K Y

Class

Answers: 1. bright and funny. 2. very. 3. Sight, hearing and smell. Making Sense! LOUD – hearing, SOUR – taste, DARK – sight,
COLD – touch, STINKY – smell.
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3. In this extract, the animals discuss

MAKING SENSE!
Dif
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Story Sequencing Sheet

Can you put the events of ‘Midwinter Magic’ back in the right order?
Put a number after each one to show which order they should go in!
The other animals liked Greypaws’ idea, so he sent them off to
gather the things they needed for their own party.
Chestnut the hedgehog told Greypaws how much he liked the
sounds and smells of the different celebrations.
When everything was ready, the five animals held a wonderful party
to celebrate their friendship and brighten up the midwinter night!
Bristle the squirrel decorated a pine tree with the rubbish Greypaws
found, and also put lights on Dapple the deer’s antlers.
On a chilly midwinter night, Greypaws the raccoon was prowling
around and admiring the decorations in the nearby houses.
While the other animals waited, Greypaws began making his own
copy of a headdress he had seen a girl wearing in one of the houses.
Meanwhile, Chestnut gathered fruit, Spotback found some tinsel, and
the other animals picked up candle-holders they found lying around.
Greypaws went through the rubbish bins and picked out cans, foil,
coloured paper and string and brought it to Bristle the squirrel.

When the headdress was ready, Greypaws lit the candles on it.
All of the animals thought it was wonderful!
Greypaws had a brilliant idea: if the humans could share midwinter
celebrations, then so could he and his friends!

Name

Class
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Dapple the deer, Bristle the squirrel and Spotback the toad joined
them. They agreed that the midwinter celebrations were very special.

Storytime
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Storyboard
How well do you know the story of ‘Midwinter Magic’? See if you
can retell the tale in your own words on the storyboard below!

2

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

3

4

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

Name

Class
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Imagine how ‘Midwinter Magic’ would have turned out if these
three things had changed at the beginning, in the middle and
at the end. Write down what you think would have happened!

1. Set-up: In the story, the

animals were able to talk to each
other and plan things easily. If they
couldn’t talk, how do you think they
might have been able to communicate
with each other instead?

??

2. CHALLENGE: Imagine

that the animals had decided to hold
a celebration, but they were in the
forest away from the town and didn’t
have the rubbish to recycle. What
things do you think they could have
found for food and decorations?

humans had joined the animals’ celebration? How do you think the story
might have ended?

Name

Class
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3. resolution: What do you think would have happened if
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!
g
n
i
n
n
a
l
p
y
t
r
a
P
special event, just
Do you want to celebrate a
? Use this sheet to help plan
like the animals in the story
tails below to help you
de
e
th
of
l
al
in
l
Fil
!
rty
pa
out your
ion ever!
organise the best celebrat

What are you celebrating?
When will it be held?

(day

(day of week) the

(time)

(month) at

of month) of
Where will it be held?
Who will be invited?

?

What food will you be serving
What drinks will there be?

?
What decorations do you need
(Music, for example!)
Can you think of any extras?
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Who will help you arrange the

party?

ur
Make yo
e to
party on !
er
rememb

WHAT MAKES A PARTY SPECIAL?
Here are some ideas you can tick to add some fun to your event!
Superhero costumes and super snacks!

Pick a decade and play tunes from that time!

Stage a mystery for guests to solve!
Get guests to bring their favourite food!

Throw a masquerade ball!
Games or challenges to win prizes or treats!

Name

Class
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CREATE an INVITATION!
Now that you have planned your party, it’s time to send out invitations!
You can print and give out the card below – remember to fill in all of the
details first, of course!

PArTY!

IT’S A
Dear

(guest name), it would be great
party.

if you could come to my

(date) at

It will be held on

(address). Please bring/wear
and celebrate with me!
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Please RSVP to

by

DON’T FORGET TO INCLUDE:
Your guest’s name

Where the party will be

What the party is celebrating

What the guest should wear

When the party is being held

What they should bring

Name

Class
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Character sheet: greypaws

What can you tell us about the fabulous furry hero
of this month’s story? See if you can answer all of
the questions below...

What four words would you use
to describe Greypaws’ personality?

Can you name two things
that Greypaws enjoys?
What does he NOT like?
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Greypaws is a raccoon who lives in the
woods. What do you think he would
do each day?

Draw a new headdress on this
picture of Greypaws! (It can be
different from the one in the
story...)

Which words would you
use to describe Greypaws’
face, tail and fur?

Name

Class
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Fun HOLIDAY Facts!
Find out all about the holidays featured in this month’s story on this page!
Which holidays do you and your family celebrate?
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Name: Hanukkah, the ‘Festival of Light’
Celebrated by: the Jewish faith
When: It lasts for eight days – starting
in late November or early December.
Tradition: On each night, a candle
is lit on a nine-candle holder called
a Hanukkiah. The ninth candle is
used to light the others. The holiday
is celebrated with blessings, prayers
and games.
Special foods: Sufganiot (doughnuts)
and potato latkes (pancakes)!

Name: Kwanzaa
Celebrated by: many AfricanAmericans, based on ancient
celebrations from southeast Africa
When: From 26th of December until
1st of January.
Tradition: On each day, a candle is
lit on a holder called a kinara. The eldest
person shares a drink passing the
kikombe cha umoja or Unity cup.
Special foods: Fresh fruit, as a symbol
of plenty!

Name: Christmas
Celebrated by: Christians
When: 25th of December.
Tradition: Singing carols and
exchanging gifts. In many countries
presents are delivered by Father
Christmas or Santa Claus.
Special foods: It varies around the
world, but turkey, ham, special cakes
and gingerbread cookies are popular!

Name: Pancha Ganapati
Celebrated by: followers of Hinduism
When: 21st to 25th of December
Tradition: Each day celebrates one
aspect of the elephant-headed god
Ganesha, with each represented by
a colour. Incense is lit, and songs are
sung. Presents are placed by a statue
of the god and opened on the last day.
Special foods: Vadai (doughnuts) and
sweets are eaten as treats!

Name: Santa Lucia’s Day
Celebrated by: Christians in Italy,
Scandinavia and some other places
When: 13th of December
Tradition: A procession is led by a girl
wearing a white dress and a wreath
with candles on it, and a song called
‘Santa Lucia’ is sung.
Special foods: A saffron bun called
lussekatter in Sweden and a biscuit
called gli occhi di Santa Lucia in Italy.

Name: Ōmisoka
Celebrated by: Japanese people
When: 31st of December
Tradition: Families clean the house and
bathe to get ready for the new year. It’s
important to rest and relax to welcome
the year and attract good luck!
Special foods: A noodle dish called
toshikoshi soba, and kagami mochi,
which are rice cakes topped with
citrus fruit.

Storytime
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Top Christmas facts!

People celebrate Christmastime in all sorts of fun and festive
ways in different countries. Here are a few of our favourites...
In Catalonia,
Spain, people
believe that gifts are
given by a festive log
called ‘Tio De Nadal’!
The log is fed sweets
and spanked so it
will poop out
presents!
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In the
Ukraine, people
decorate their houses
with spider webs
at Christmas! This
tradition comes from
an old folk tale – and
you can read it in
our issue 64!

Norwegians
hide their brooms
on Christmas eve,
because that is
when witches
are said to
steal them!

At Christmastime
in Austria, children
try to be extra-good –
because they believe
that a big hairy monster
called Krampus will
chase them with sticks
if they misbehave!
Father Christmas
rides a giant goat
instead of a sleigh in
Sweden! In the town of
Gävle a giant straw goat
is built every year...
and it turns into a
bonfire later on!

Portuguese
families set extra
places for special visitors
at the Christmas meal,
called Consoda. They
are for family members
who have passed
Santa Claus
on, so people will
didn’t always wear
remember
red! He used to be
them.
shown in a green outfit,
but all that changed
after 20th century
advertisements
dressed him
in red!

Name

Queen Victoria
made Christmas trees
popular in the UK! The
German tradition was
introduced by her husband
Prince Albert. They put up
a Christmas tree in their
palace, and started
a trend that lasts
to this day!
In Iceland, the
13 Yule lads or
Jólasveinar leave
treats in your shoes from
the 12th until the 24th
of December. However,
if you are naughty,
they will give you a
potato instead!

Find a fact!

Class
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Celebrations around the world!
Festivals and holidays are times when people get together to celebrate
something special! Here are some of the most fascinating ones from
around the world – which one do you like best?

DAY OF THE DEAD: It celebrates the memory of friends and family members
who have passed on. This is a day of happy celebration – graves are decorated with
flowers, and sugar skulls are eaten as treats! Usually celebrated on 2nd of November.
CARNIVAL: Held in February to
mark the beginning of Lent, 40 day
s before
the Easter holidays. In Brazil it is
celebrated with a huge parade, wh
ich includes
singing, dancing and spectacular
floats! Similar festivals are held aro
und the
world, including Venice and New
Orleans.

DIWALI: This day celebrates the triumph of light over darkness.
e decorate
It is a holiday for Hindus, Sikhs, Jains and some Buddhists. Peopl
their homes, exchange sweets and gifts, and let off fireworks!
February,
from Nigeria! Held in
le
op
pe
r
fo
n
io
at
br
ral cele
clothes
ISESE LAGBA: A cultu
rticipants wear white
Pa
.
re
ltu
cu
d
an
ns
tio
usic, tradi
.
it celebrates their m
of the Yoruba people
ds
go
e
th
s,
ha
ris
O
in honour of the
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Ramadan in the Islamic religion.
EID AL-FIR: This day marks the end of the month of
to seek and offer forgiveness.
It is celebrated with prayers and feasting, and is a time
:
HOLI: In the Hindu religion, this Spring festival is celeb
rated with prayers
and bonfires, followed by a ‘colour fight’ where you
throw brightly coloured
powders at others and wet them with water pistols and
water balloons
in honour of the god Krishna!

21st of June is the longest day of
MIDSUMMER: The summer solstice on the
avians celebrate it by dancing
the year in the northern hemisphere. Scandin
Beltane, and some people still
around maypoles. The Celts called this day
celebrate it with bonfires and dancing!
HALLOWEEN: In Europe, the eve
ning of the 31st of October used
to be a time for
praying for the dead. In modern
times, Americans began celebratin
g this day by
dressing up in scary costumes, goi
ng trick-or-treating and enjoying
sweets!
CHINESE NEW YEAR: This 16-day festival marks the beginning of spring and the
start of a new year according to the Chinese lunar calendar – which is different from
the Western one. It starts between the 21st of January and the 20th of February.

Storytime
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Fabulous feasts!

Can you match the descriptions of Christmas meals from around the world
with the pictures underneath?

4. ITALY
In southern Italy, a
dinner of seven different fish
dishes is often served. For
dessert, there is a golden
fruit-bread called pannetone.

2. CHINA
‘Peace apples’ with
encouraging messages
carved into them
are given as gifts.
Dumplings and spring
rolls are also served!
5. UNITED STATES
Roast turkey is central
to their main meal, but
the cranberry sauce is
the special ingredient
that makes it really
Christmassy!

7. GERMANY
Lebkuchenhaus, or gingerbread houses
are extremely popular! These sweet
treats decorate houses and tables
throughout the country.
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A

B
E

Name

3. ENGLAND
Mince pies, fruit cakes and
Christmas pudding are
favourites! The pudding often
has a silver coin hidden in it.
If you find it in your slice,
it means good luck!
6. FRANCE
The highlight of a
French Christmas
dinner is the Bûche
de Noël, a rolled-up
chocolate cake that is
iced to look like a log!

8. AUSTRALIA
Down under they have a midsummer
Christmas, so dinner might include
prawns or sausages from the barbecue!

D

C
F

H

G

Class
Answers: . 1. E, 2. D, 3. A, 4. G, 5. B, 6. H, 7. F, 8, C.

1. SOUTH AFRICA
Grubs found on the
mopane tree are
harvested around
Christmas time, so they
are often served fried
as a side dish for a
Christmas meal!
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Play with a Dreidel!
During the Jewish holiday of Hanukkah, children play
with a special four-sided top called a dreidel. Follow
the instructions below to make your own dreidel and
learn how to play with it!

Y
 ou will need 2 or more players, and each one needs a dreidel. To make a
dreidel, you will need a short pencil, scissors, glue and the template on the
next page, printed out on light card.
E
 ach player also needs ten counters, called gelt. You can use buttons, coins,
sweets or healthy snacks as gelt.
E
 ach player must put a gelt in a pot in the middle of the area where you
are playing. Players then take turns spinning their dreidels – the youngest
player goes first.
If your dreidel stops with the

symbol facing up, you do nothing.

If your dreidel stops with the
in the pot.

symbol facing up, you get all the gelt

If your dreidel stops with the
in the pot (rounded up).

symbol facing up, you take half the gelt

If your dreidel stops with the
in the pot.

symbol facing up, you must put one gelt

If the pot is empty or has only one gelt left, everyone must put one gelt in.
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If everybody else runs out of gelt before you do, you win! Share your gelt
with the other players – it is the season for giving, after all!

SING A dreidel song!
There is a traditional song that is
sung when playing with
a dreidel. You can read
one version of the
words to the right!

I have a little dreidel. I made it out of clay.
And when it’s dry and ready, then dreidel I shall play.
Oh dreidel, dreidel, dreidel, I made it out of clay.
Oh dreidel, dreidel, dreidel, then dreidel I shall play.

Storytime
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Dreidel template

Cut out the shape below and fold along the dotted lines,
then use glue to stick the thin tabs down to create the
dreidel! Finally, poke a pencil through the top.
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Learn the
letters!

The letters on the dreidel
stand for the words in
Hebrew saying, nes gadol
hayah sham, which can
be translated as, ‘a great
miracle happened there’.
This refers to the miracle
that Hanukkah is
centered around.

Storytime
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Colour IN GANESHA!
Ganesha is the elephant-headed Hindu god who is celebrated in the
holiday of Pancha Ganapati. Each of the five days is associated with a
different colour, so follow the table below, matching the numbers to colour
this picture of Ganesha!
4

December 21
1. Golden yellow
symbolising peace
and love between
family members!

5
1

1

December 22
2. Royal blue for
peace between
neighbours!

5

5
4

1
1

1
1

December 23
3. Ruby red
for harmony among
business partners!

1

5
1

3 1

1

1

3
1

5

5

4

1

5

1 5

1

1 3

1

1
1

5
2
1 5

5

1
1

1
5

2

1

3

2
4

5

1

1

5

5
1

December 24
4. Emerald green for the
joy and harmony that
art and music give us!
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December 25
5. Brilliant orange for love and
harmony in the universe!
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DID YOU KNOW?

Pancha Ganapati is a very new holiday – it was first celebrated in 1985! It is a five-day festival
in honour of Lord Ganesha, patron of the arts and guardian of culture. On each morning of the
celebration, children dress or decorate Ganesha in a different colour!

Name

Class

Storytime

Tales from today: Midwinter magic

TM

Teaching Resources

A chain of togetherness!

Whatever holidays you celebrate, you can make cool decorations for
them all the same! Just follow the instructions below to create a chain of
figures whose hands are joined together in harmony!

What You
Will Need

1
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Take a sheet of
paper and fold it
lengthways several times.
Make sure each fold is
the same width!

White or coloured paper
Pencil
Scissors
Felt tip pens or coloured pencils
Sticky tape

2

Draw a simple halfperson figure on the
top fold of the paper,
as shown above.

Why not
recycled use
w
paper to rapping
make yo
u
decorat
ions colo r
urfu
and eco
-friendl l
y?

3

Using scissors,
carefully cut around
the outline of the figure
as shown.

4

Unfold the sheet to
reveal a chain of
figures holding hands!
Now colour them in to
match the holiday you are
celebrating. You can use
sticky tape to join several
chains together into one
long one!

